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ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
 

Patel Jitendrkumar Babalbhai 
A-4, Gajanan Park, 
B/h Sardar Patel Primary School, 
GIDC, Ankleshwar 
 
Date:-24/10/2018       

To: 
Member secretary, 
Gujarat pollution control board, 
Gandhinagar  
 
We sincerely submit our following questions and suggestions in respect to the environmental public hearing  
being organized on 30th October for Narol Dyestuff Enviro Society at Narol; District: Ahmadabad.. 
 

1) The plant treatment capacity is 100 KL/day. So why you were given permission of 40 KL/day only? 
Have you applied for this? 

2) How much is total area of your plant?  At one place you mentioned 1600 m2 area which is very less.  
Where will you develop green belt and other facility in this area? Give more details on this.  This will 
directly affect on green belt development. There will no space left for the greenbelt development. 

3) Give the details of show-cause notice and closure notice issued to your company in last three month. 
Provide with the copies of the same. 

4) Give effluent discharge details of last three years for parameters meeting or not. Give details of last six 
months for daily discharge parameters. 

5) Do you propose any specific technique for reducing Ammonical Nitrogen? 
6) In which category of National Ground Water Authority does this area fall? What is depth of ground 

water here? 
7) Previously, how much subsidy have you obtained from state government and central government for 

making the plant? 
8) Presently, how much area of company is occupied in plantation?  How many tress and which species 

are there? Do you have any specific planning for plantation? 
9) Do you intend to purchase water through tanker? How do you procure water presently? 
10) What do you intend to do for rainwater harvesting? 
11) Which tests are being performed for health in the company? 
12) Give details about Last six months consumption of Lime, Ferrous sulphate , Urea and DAP. 
13) Have you obtained permission for discharging additional treated effluent quantity in Mega pipeline? 

Attach copy if obtained. 
14) You discharge effluent to Mega pipeline. So, where is final discharge point of effluent. Had they 

received any notice from the GPCB for violation of environment rules? 
15) We expect from your company to maximum use of conventional sources of energy. 
16) Where will you send solid hazardous waste generated from your company? For that, have made MOU 

with anyone? 
17) You have not shown at top of Chapter -1 how much fees have been paid to environment consultant. 

Why this?  
18) Show how much fees paid to consultant for this project report? 
19) Does the environment consultant for this project have NABET Accreditation? Attach certificate if 

available.          
                         
s/d 
Jitendta Patel 
Ankleshawar  
Mob ; 9998980519 
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A   URGENT                          DATE  28 OCTOBER  18 
B Environment public hearing of m/s-The Narol 

Dyestuff Enviro Society (CETP) 
Plot No. 108/4, Nr. Kumar Cotton Mills, Narol Court, 
Narol, Ahmedabad – 382045 
File no. TOR Letter Number – SEIAA / GUJ / TOR / 
7h / 327 / 2018 Dated: 28/03/2018 

C From, 
Pravinbhai  P. Sheth, 
A/8 kalindi apt, chikuwadi, Ankleshwsr,393001,Gujarat. 
email id-qcfastservice2@gmail.com, 

D To, 
ms-gpcb@gujarat.gov.in, publichearinggpcb@gmail.com, 
ro-gpcb-ahmc@gujarat.gov.in, as applicable, 
ro-gpcb-ahme@gujarat.gov.in, as applicable, 

E cc 
chairman-gpcb@gujarat.gov.in, 
collector-ahd@gujarat.gov.in,   

F nabet@qcin.org,  
As per ToR 85, issued by SLEAC,/SEIAA, proponent has 
NOT  opted for NABET ACO, but opted for consultant 
possessing Gujarat high court ORAL stay order,  
ceo@nabl.qcin.org,    

G msseiaagj@gmail.com, 
H Subject, 

Environment public hearing of m/s Environment 
public hearing of m/s-The Narol Dyestuff Enviro 
Society (CETP),Plot No. 108/4, Nr. Kumar Cotton 
Mills, Narol Court, Narol, Ahmedabad – 382045 

I Respected MS-GPCB,& his nominee, 
J Proponent has preferred to retain environment 

consultant possessing a Gujarat high court ORAL 
stay order, of dated 5 April 16, consultant must have 
taken enough care to prepare this EIA,but, 
according to our review studies, we observe, that 
EIA is incomplete in many respects and is having  a 
much more scope to IMPOROVE IT FURTHER to 
make FINAL EIA more effective when presented to 
SLEAC for obtaining EC, 

mailto:ms-gpcb@gujarat.gov.in
mailto:publichearinggpcb@gmail.com
mailto:ro-gpcb-ahmc@gujarat.gov.in
mailto:ro-gpcb-ahme@gujarat.gov.in
mailto:chairman-gpcb@gujarat.gov.in
mailto:collector-ahd@gujarat.gov.in
mailto:nabet@qcin.org
mailto:ceo@nabl.qcin.org
mailto:msseiaagj@gmail.com
manoj.jain4@hotmail.com
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                      ALL DEDIRED EIA PAGES DOWN LOADED FROM  GPCB WEB SITE,  
                 ATTACHED, HEREWITH FOR A READY REFERENCE OF ALL  
                 CONCERNED REGULATORY AUTHORITIES, 

sr 
no 

WEB 
page 

EIA 
page 

                   PRAMBLE 

01   PRAMBLE: 
01- 
many ToR addressing NOT in order, 
02- 
EIA page 2, having a serious mistake, 
Declaration is by different proponent,It is a 
question, whether  all  data as Submitted in EIA 
,is concerned with DYESTUFFS…. OR VENUS 
CHEMICALS, 
03- 
water reqd for gardening for existing unit &  
 that for expansion unit is contradictory,tree 
density is not clearly defined 
04 
It is not clear in which approved lab, various 
treat abilities samples analysed 
05 
It is not clear, in which approved lab, various 
base line studies samples analysed, 
06 
Date is not clear on photographs, difficult to 
know, whether the same taken during base line 
studies period or not,. 
07 
Base line studies started quite earlier than 
issue date of ToR, 
08 
Ecological sensitive area is contradictory- EIA 
page 2-2 & 3-9. 
09 
It is not clear, whether NOISE level monitoring 
done at HIGH NOISE AREA IN STUDY AREA 
10 
Gujarat high court ORAL STAY order is almost 
30 months old, there is no clarification on 
current proceedings status. 

K WE FORARD HERE WITH OUR POSITIVE COMMENTS, 
HOPE, IT WILL HELP PROPONENT & CONSULTANT TO 
IMPROVE THIS EIA IN A BETTER WAY, 
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 EIA 
Web  
page 

EIA 
page 

                 QUERIES  

02 001 front pl. explain, Why proponent has not specified , 
that, his retained  environment consultant, is 
not NABET  ACO,but  he has submitted Gujarat 
high court  ORAL STAY order,  
Pl. update EIA front page accordingly. 

03 2,3,4 A1  
to 
A 3 

Declaration by experts, 
SERIOUS MISTAKE IN EIA,  
01 
Proponent is ‘NAROL DYESTUFS…..,, pl. 
explain, how name of VENUS ORGANICS is 
referred, 
Mandatory, declaration is not in order,  
02 

Pl. submit the details of FAE of THIS 
PROPONENT, m/s Narol dyestuffs……,with 

actual PERIOD OF INVOLVEMENT, & date on 
each signatory, without which, declaration may 
not be in order, 
03 
Pl. provide details of who are full time 
employee, in house FAE, and who are others. 

04 14  
to 
24 

A 13 
TO 
A 23 

ToR compliance,- just to cite few examples- 
Other compliance to be reviewed again by 
proponent for cent % compliance in FINAL EIA. 
 
ToR 26- sensitive parameters, 
pl explain how you will take care, of sensitive 
parameters as referred, AND IF NOT  KNOWN 
AT THE MOMENT, PL. submit details later on in 
FINAL EIA, under a written  intimation to us. 
 
ToR 32-water conservation-recharge, 
 How, that, you can not propose any such 
method, pl. consider, RAIN WATER 
HARVESTING in two parts-as- 
a- 
roof water to be harvested, reused to reduce 
certain % of fresh water uptake to the possible 
extent. 
b- 
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recharging run off-storm water to ground, you 
will uplift the GW table to the possible extent, 
 
ToR 34- 
Treated waste water-reuse/utilization, 
Sec 2.6.4, has NO ANY MENTION on REUSE / 
UTILISATION of treated waste water ( effluent ), 
Pl comply this ToR with suitable measures in 
FINAL EIA. 
 
ToR 69, Storm water utilization plan, 
There is NO SUCH MENTION in compliance, at 
sec. 2.11, pl. suggest due mitigation measures 
for this ToR compliance. 
 
ToR 85, ideally this ToR is not complied with,  
Proponent has to mention clearly that his 
consultant do not possess NABET accredited 
certificate, and in lieu of that, he has submitted 
Gujarat high court ORAL stay order, and also 
to submit a copy  of written permission  IF 
ISSUED by SLEAC-ToR issuing authority- to 
submit such alternate document-IF NOT-is it 
taken it granted that such alternates are always 
acceptable by MoEF/SLEAS as applicable. 

05 39 2-09 Total plot/ land area is 1600 m2, 
As per set tree density directives,  
01 
how many total trees will have to be planted 
per acre of total plot area,  
02 
How many already planted for existing unit. 
03 
Now, for proposed expansion, ONLY 32 trees 
will be planted,( ref EIA page 10-10 ) 
04 
Will these tree density, pl confirm, you will 
comply the set tree density directive. 
 

06 46 2-16 Treat abilities studies, 
Good that, you have carried out treat abilities 
studies  at ATIRA, 
Pl. provide information on,  
01 
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At which approved   ( NABL-MoEF) lab, you 
have carried out detail analysis,  
02 
how far it is from project site,  
03 
pl provide it’s VALID approval status with 
scope of analysis, 

07 50 
51 

2-20 
2-21 

Photographs-  
Which are the date of these photographs-
whether taken during base line studies period 
or  what, 

08 70 2-40 Existing lab, 
It seems that, for existing project, you must 
have used this lab for various analysis, Is 
existing lab, approved by NABL or MoEF, if , 
so, pl. provide approval details with SCOPE OF 
ANALYSIS, 

09 71 2-41 Which quality of UREA was used for existing 
facilities and from where the same was 
procured? 

10 72 2-42 As per EIA page A-13, TOR Letter  was issued, 
vide, Number – SEIAA / GUJ / TOR / 7h / 327 / 

2018 Dated: 28/03/2018, pl, explain 
HOW, base line studies of EIA started EARLIER 
by 6 months, i.e. Oct 17-Dec 17,pl. provide, a 
copy of  any written permission letter for doing 
so from SLEAC, 

11 75 2-45 Water for gardening, table 2.26,sr no. 2, 
01 
You used  1kld water for 50 m2  EXISTING, 
gardening  area (as per  page 2-09,), i.e 20 liter 
per m2 gardening area, IS IT NOT TO HIGH, you 
may have to recalculate your water balance and 
submit revised one IN FINAL REPORT 
02 
pl. explain why you do not need any water for 
gardening for PROPIOSED area, is it that, you  
do not require to develop any further gardening 
area? If so, this contradicts EIA page 10.10 

12 81 3-6 Fig 3-1, Wind rose diagram, 
What is end date and hr? 

13 84 3-9 Table 3.5, ecological sensitive  area, 
WHERE is ECOLOGICAL SENSITIVE AREA IN 
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STUDY AREA ? 
( THIS CONTRADICTS EIA PAGE 2-2) 

14 87 3-12 Noise monitoring area, 
Have you considered to measure high  noise  
area like rly line, high ways, hospital, ) EIA 
page 2-2) ,etc as applicable, if so, pl. provide 
details, OTHERWISE, it is necessary to 
measure and to incorporate in GPCB / MoM & 
FINAL REPORT. for projecting a true high noise 
area, 

15 89 3-14 Table 3.12, GW analysis, 
01 
Why only 21 parameters analysed,? ( less than 
IS 10,500 specs), 
02 
Why there is no mention ,In which approved lab 
these samples were analysed,  
 

16 91 3-16 Table 3.14, SW analysis, 
01 
Why only 23 parameters analysed  as against 
IS 10,500 specs? 
02 
Why there is no mention , in which approved 
lab, these samples were analyused? 

17 95 3-20 Table 3-20, soil analysis, 
01 
Why only 16 parameters analysed ? as against 
IS 10,500 soecs, as thgis MAY also be used as 
DW purpose. 
02 
Why there is no mention , in which approved 
lab, these samples were analyused? 

18 100 
101 
102 

3-25 
to 
3-27 

Table, 3.23, 3.24, employment pattern, 
01 
Why the SOURCE of these data, not mention, 
02 
OR –who FAE carried out this survey 
physically, when, and in whose local resident 
presence. 

19 140 7-10 Sec. 7.11.9, assembly point, 
01 
Pl. provide plan layout of assembly point 
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mentioning NORTH direction , wind sock 
position, and counter plan, 
02  
How many maximum persons will be 
accommodated at any given point of time. 
03 
Will there be adequate provision of shelter, 
night time lights, DW facilities, and easy 
approach road without any obstruction, 
( in no way GB can be considered as assembly 
point) 

20 155 
156 
157 

10-09 
10-10 
10-11 

 

Sec 10.8, Green belt, 
Good philosophy explained BUT pl. provide 
vital information on, 
01 
In all, you propose to plant only 32 trees, that 
too in 4 year phase, 
What is constraint in planting all 32 trees, at a 
time in first year only? 
02 
What wil be APTI values of trees proposed to 
be planted? 
03 
What will be per day water requirement for 
trees proposed too be planted 
04 
You are budgeting rs 15,000/- per tre per year, 
pl provide some tentative break up data. 
05 
What will be survival rate of trees to be planted. 

21 157 10.11 Sec 10.09, Rain water harvesting , 
You mentioned as, 
Rain Water Harvesting is a way to capture rain 
water when it rains, store that water above 
ground 
or charge underground water table with it. 
However, as the unit under consideration is 

located in Naroda GIDC, it would not be 
permitted to dig well for rainwater 
harvesting. However, the unit would consult 

the local authority and look out 
the possible contribution to undertake 
rainwater harvesting in the nearby area. 
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Our comments, 
For RWH, i.e to harvest and STOCK roof top 
rain water-as applicable, you do not need to dig 
a well, you need only to store in any tank, at 
ground level and use it ,as it may help to 
reduce fresh water up take to some possible 
extent, 
Pl explore the possibility and change your 
water balance accordingly, 

22 195 AN 24 ANNEXURE VI (a), 
01 
Is it that ATIRA not assigning certificate 
number on this certificate, 
02 
What is validity of this certificate, is it life time, 
or one time payment, 

23 198 AN-27 Annexure viii, SEEPL,  
Good that there is a certificate number and 
validity period, 
AT WHICH ADDRESS, WASTE WILL BE 
TRANSPORTED, 

24 216 
TO 
223 

AN 45 
to 
AN 54 
 

Gujarat high court  ORAL stay order, 
Proponent has preferred to retain consultant 

possessing a Gujarat high court ORAL  stay 

order, as such,we all honor  all court STAY 
order, dated 05/04/16 ( EIA page AN 48),since 
this order is almost, 30 months old,  
Pl provide information on , what  is as on date   
proceeding status of  this ORAL stay order 
after 05/04/16, 

25 224 
225 

AN 53 
AN 54 

Annexure XIII & XIV, 
Undertakings, from proponents and 
consultant,, 
Proponent- consultant-SLEAC to note- 
If at later date, if any misleading information 
found or any data, as submitted in this EIA, 
may not be factual, then, this undertaking may 
be considered as NOT IN MANDATORY ORDER  

26                       ADDITIONAL  
27   How is that, consultant  name is at HEADER 

and proponent name is at FOOTER  as against 
generally it is in reverse way in all other EIA. 
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Is there any specific reason for that ? 
28   Hope, consultant has prepared EIA in line with, 

01 
The generic structure specified in the appendix 
-III of EIA NOTIFICATION,2006, 
02 
ALL general /standard and specified  ToR are 
addressed in EIA properly’ 
Proponent to confirm this in FINAL EIA 
Any non compliance, may be observed ,even at 
later date, it will be reported , and EC comottee 
will have to view it seriously as violation of set 
norms.  

29   Within available time slot, we have reported  
only a core issues, it does not mean, this is all, 
proponent  should review the entire EIA again 
and ensure, that nothing is loose shunted in 
FINAL EIA, in consultation with his consultant. 

30   PROPONENT has to provide all replies of all 
query( with all sr nos.), and if any one not 
applicable, pl mention as ‘NA’ & WHY? 

31   Since this EIA is incomplete in many statutory / 
technical respectes, we request MS-GPCB OR 
HIS NOMINEE, to go through the reply properly 
and incorporate the same in MoM if worth 
accepting. 

32   IF any of reply will not be satisfactory, then 
supplementary questions may be raised. 

                    It is clear, that, as per set norms, we have forwarded  our  
               written response to MS-GPCB, if any of query, not in order,  
               MS-GPCB can have a due scrutiny before sending it to  
               Proponent, Pl do contact us for any clarification from our    
               side . 
               WE WELCOME ALL ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE  
               PROJECTS, MEANT FOR GUJARAT VIKAS 
               Thanks, 
               Pravinbhai p  sheth,  Ankleshwar,Gujarat  
                   Pl excuse for any type-type setting- vocabulary mistakes 
                               WE ALL NEED A HELPING HAND 
                     PLANT MORE TREES - SAVE ENVIRONMENT  
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